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StableStable conditioncondition::

dominatingdominating the mixturethe mixture

lasting for lasting for enough long timeenough long time

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

The The improvementimprovement upon predominant pitch is upon predominant pitch is 3.87%3.87% on test on test Set1Set1

and and 5.27%5.27% on on Set2Set2..

HARMONIC TRACKINGHARMONIC TRACKING

We use the We use the SHS spectrumSHS spectrum to track harmonic  structure forto track harmonic  structure for--

ward and backward.ward and backward.

Taking stable harmonic structures as Taking stable harmonic structures as track seedstrack seeds

Tracking process goes Tracking process goes forwardforward and and backwardbackward

in which,      is the in which,      is the last confirmed pitchlast confirmed pitch,       is  continuity factor,,       is  continuity factor,

H(*)  is  theH(*)  is  the SHSSHS value  of  a  certain  pitch  hypothesis  andvalue  of  a  certain  pitch  hypothesis  and

d ,      is  the check range for ,      is  the check range for locallocal SHS spectrumSHS spectrum

maximummaximum..

IDENTITY VERIFICATIONIDENTITY VERIFICATION

We  try to use  We  try to use  timbre  informationtimbre  information and  calculate  the and  calculate  the crosscross--

correlation correlation between the between the hypothetichypothetic harmonic familyharmonic family and theand the

confirmedconfirmed harmonic  familyharmonic  family. Hypotheses survive if they satisfy:. Hypotheses survive if they satisfy:

then F0 with the biggest saliency is chosen and the trackingthen F0 with the biggest saliency is chosen and the tracking

process process goes on goes on !!

CANDIDATE SELECTIONCANDIDATE SELECTION

Hypothetic F0s that satisfy the following condition are selectedHypothetic F0s that satisfy the following condition are selected

into the candidates pool.into the candidates pool.
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TASK DESCRIPTIONTASK DESCRIPTION
Given a polyphonic music audio, this method extracts the Given a polyphonic music audio, this method extracts the 

fundamental frequency values of  the melodic music instfundamental frequency values of  the melodic music inst--

rumentrument (sometimes human singing).(sometimes human singing).

Our method is based on Our method is based on SubSub--Harmonic SummationHarmonic Summation ((SHS) SHS) 

spectrumspectrum and a novel  and a novel  harmonic structure tracking harmonic structure tracking stratstrat--

egyegy..
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSEXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test SetsTest Sets::

Set1: Set1: LabROSALabROSA databasedatabase

Set2: Set2: vocal part vocal part of Set1 + of Set1 + 4 pop songs4 pop songs in ISin IS--MIR04 test setMIR04 test set

Acc_pAcc_p is the pitch accuracy of the is the pitch accuracy of the predominant pitchpredominant pitch and and Acc_fAcc_f

is the accuracy of the is the accuracy of the tracked out pitch tracked out pitch , the tolerance is  +, the tolerance is  +--1/41/4

tone.tone.
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